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 I don’t always bike and bird, but when I do, I do it at a 
 place like the Algonquin Cross County Trail in Worcester 
 County. This trail is maintained by the Maryland 
 Department of Natural Resources and meanders through 
 por�ons of both Chesapeake Forest and Pocomoke State 
 Forest. Since the trail is not a loop and is 12.5 miles 
 one-way, visitors have a few choices on how to travel it. If 
 biking or horseback riding, the total round trip of 25 miles 
 can be done in a single day by parking at either the Foster 
 Tract lot off of MD Route 12 or at the Milburn Landing 
 unit* of Pocomoke State Forest. The en�re 25 miles can 
 be done as a day hike if you move at a good clip, but it 
 could also be split into a 2-day trip with an overnight at 
 Milburn Landing campground. The final op�on, if with 
 another person, is to take 2 cars and drop one at one end 
 of the trail then carpool to the other end to start your 
 hike or bike trip. This way you will have a ride back to the 
 other car when you are done. 

 If you are into mountain bike trails, you don’t need to go all the way to western MD to find one. At 
 Naylor Mill Forest Trail in the City of Salisbury, you can ride a trail replete with switchbacks, some ups 
 and downs, as well as some jumps and bridges. This trail is right next to the Henry S. Parker Athle�c 
 Complex off of Naylor Mill Road, is about 5 miles long, and the whole property is protected by a 
 conserva�on easement held by the Lower Shore Land Trust. The trail may not be as difficult as 

 something you might find in Allegheny or Garre� coun�es, but it is 
 a not as flat or easy as one may think typical for the Lower Shore. 
 This trail can also be hiked, but the switchbacks and narrow set of 
 the trail make it more of a biking than hiking trail. 

 If you are interested in a spot where you can hike, bike, and 
 paddle, you should consider a trip to Trap Pond State Park in 
 Delaware. This park is a perfect spot 
 to engage in any number of outdoor 

 ac�vi�es, and there are miles of trails covering the park. Located near 
 Laurel, DE, the park covers over 3,650 acres of forestland surrounding Trap 
 Pond. Of note is the 4.6 mile Bob Trail that encircles the 90-acre pond. 
 When you are done exploring the trails, you can take a paddle or swim on 
 the pond to cool off. 



 Birding while biking is not par�cularly easy. Of course, it is not 
 advisable to use binoculars while on a bike, but it is also very 
 difficult to spot birds while riding due to the added noise of 
 the �res and the quicker pace. However, biking is a great way 
 to cover larger areas where the best birding spots are spread 
 out. The bike makes the trips in-between the hot spots 
 quicker, so you get to spend more �me birding and less �me 
 traveling. For this reason, birding the Nassawango Preserve 
 (from the last Bird Beat) by bike would be ideal. It is a large 
 area with lightly traveled roads where a bike would be 

 superior to a car to accurately count the whole area. Whatever you do, be safe and wear the appropriate 
 gear, including a helmet, while biking. 

 Photo Credits: Pileated Woodpecker, Great Egret and Great Horned Owl - Jonathan Irons 

 Cedar Waxwing - Marcia Balestri. 

 *Pocomoke State Forest at Milburn Landing is  closed  for the remainder of the  season (as of Sept. 7) for road 
 maintenance and repaving. Access to trails within the park are likely blocked, but trails leading to the park, 
 including the Algonquin Cross Country Trail, should be open un�l you get to Milburn Landing. 


